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+ o UNITED STATES

E" ' ,'n NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
g WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555g

%3+....,/ AUG 121980

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS

POOR QUALITY PAGES

Docket Nos: 50-329
50-330

MEMORANDUM FOR: A. Schwencer, Acting Chief, Licensing Branch 3,
Division of Licensing

FROM: Darl Hood, Project Manager, Licensing Branch 3,
Division of Licensing

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF MEETING TO APPEAL STAFF POSITION REQUIRING
ADDITIONAL EXPLORATIONS AND TESTING OF MIDLAND PLANT FILL

Date & Time: August 29, 1980
1:00 - 4:00 PM

Location: Midland Service Center
1100 S. Washington Street
Midland, Michigan

Purpose: To provide Consumer Power Company the opportunity to
appeal to the NRC Division Director of Engineering a
Staff position of June 30, 1980 requiring additional
exploration and testing of soils at Midland Plant site.

E NRCParticipants:

2/R. Vollmer, Director, Division of Engineering
J. Knight, Asst. Director for Components & Structures Eng.

2f G. Lear, Chief, Hydrologic & Geotechnical Eng. Branch
W. Paton, OELD
J. Kane Hydrologic & Geotechnical Engineering Branch

J2 D. Hood, LB-3, Division of Licensing
2D. Schwencer, Chief Licensing Branch 3, Div. of Licensing

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (NRC Consultant)

E e meeting is open to interested members of the public, petitioners, orTh
other parties to attend as observers pursuant to enclosed NRC staff
policy on open meetings.

,2/These individuals will also tour the plant site August 28, 1980, 1:00 -
4:00 P.it. Permission to enter construction site must be obtained in advance
from Consumers Power Company.
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AUG 121980A. Schwencer -2>

.

Consumer Power Company

G. Keeley, J. Cook, et al

Bechtel

L. Curtis, et al

R/h.
Darl Hood, Pro ect Manager
Licensing Branch 3
Division of Licensing

Enclosures:
(1) Agenda
(2) Open Meeting Policy

cc: See next page
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Mr. J. W. Cook
Vice President
Consumers Power Company
1945 West Parnall Road
Jackson, Michigan 49201 '

cc: Michael I. Miller, Esq.
Isham, Lincoln & Beale
Suite 4200
1 First National Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60603

Judd L. Bacon, Esq.
Managing Attorney
Consumers Power Company
212 West Michigan Avenue
Jackson, Michigan 49201

Mr. Paul A. Perry, Secretary
Consumers Power Company
212 West Michigan Avenue
Jackson, Michigan 49201

Myron M. Cherry, Esq.
1 IBM Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Ms. Mary Sinclair. ,

5711 Summerset Drive i

Midland, Michigan 48640 j
i

Frank J. Kelley, Esq.
Attorney General
State of Michigan Environmental

Protection Division
720 Law Building
Lansing, Michigan 48913 ;

1

Mr. Wendell Marshall
Route 10
Midland, Michigan 48640

Grant J. Merritt, Esq.
Thompson, Nielsen, Klaverkamp & Janes
4444 IDS Center
80 South Eighth Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402

. . .. . . - - - - -- - , - - - . - . - - .
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2-Mr. J. W. Cook -

cc: Mr. Steve Gadler
2120 Carter Avenue.
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108

Mr. Don van Farowe, Chief
Division of Radiological Health
Departrent of Public Health
P. O. Box 33035
Lansing, Michigan 48909

Willian J. Scanlon, Esq.
2034 Pauline Boulevard
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Resident Inspectors Office
Route 7
Midland, Michigan 48640

.
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cc: Connander, Naval Surf ace Weapons Center
ATTft: P. C. iluang

C-402
$;hite 06k

Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Mr. L. J. Auge, Manager
Facility Design Engineering
Energy Technology Engineering Center
P. O. Scx 1449
Canoga, Park, Califoraia 91304

Mr. Williara Lauhead
'J. S. Corps of Engineers
NCEED - T
7th Floor
477 Michigan Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48225

M r, . l'arbara Stamirit.
'./9'i f!. lii ver

i recland, Michigan CCJ

Mr. Michael A. Race
2015 Seventh Street
8dy City, Michigan 48706

Ms. Sandra D. Reist
1301 Seventh Strcet
Bay City, Michigan 48706

Ms. Sharon K. Warran
636 Itillcrest
Midland, Michigan 48640

Patrick A. Race
10J4 N. Sheridan
May C ity , Mich i.pn 4"/06

Gearge C. Wil',on, Sr.
4til3 Clunie
$aginaw, Michigan 46603

Ms. Carol Gilbert
903 N. 7th Street
Saginaw, Michigan 48601

.
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cc: Mr. William A. Thibodeau
3245 Weigl Road
Saginaw, Michigan 48603

Mr. Terry R. Miller
3229 Glendora Drive
Bay City, Michigan 43706
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Agenda

I. Background

On December 6,1969, the NRC issued an order modifying the construction

permits held by Consumer Power Company (the applicant) for the Midland

Plant. The Order prohibited certain soil construction activities pending

the submission of an amendment to Consumer's application and the issuance

of an amendment to the construction pennits. In addition to other matters,

the Order notes that several of the Staff's requests for information were

directed to the determination and justification of acceptance criteria to

be applied to various remedial measures taken and proposed by the applicant.

The Order further notes that such criteria, coupled with the details of the

remedial action, are necessary for the Staff to evaluate the technical

adequacy and proper implementation of the proposed action. The applicant

has requested a hearing as provided by the Order and the Board has scheduled

a Special Prehearin9 Conference for September 10, 1980.

The issue of the appeal meeting, in general, is whether certain information

which the Staff has requested is really necessary for the staff to evaluate

the technical adequacy or proper implementation of the proposed action.

The applicant estimates the cost of compliance with the staff request to

be about an additional one million dollars.

.
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II. Issues

1. Diesel Generator Building

In its review of the steps that the applicant proposed to take in

order to determine the adequacy of the surcharge program which was

proposed to consolidate the soils beneath and around the Diesel

Generator Building,- the staff asked on March 21, 1979 (Request 5)

that the applicant describe to what extent additional borings and

measurements would be taken after completion of the surcharge program

to ascertain that the supporting material had been canpacted to the

original requirements in the PSAR. The applicant replied on April 24,

1979 that the preload is, in effect, a full scale load test and will

yield load settlement relationships that are more reliable and

representative of the foundation conditions than evaluations based

on sampling and soil testing, and that additional explorations were

unnecessary (see attached response).

On November 19, 1979, we advised the applicant (Request 35) that the

reply to Question 5 was unacceptable and that we require that

exploration, sampling and testing of soils samples be performed to

determine the 4ctaal soils properties resulting from the preload

program, including a determination of the relative compaction of the

fill . The applicants reply (attached) reiterated with increased

detail the reasons why the response to Question 5 is considered to

be satisfactory.

.. - -- . . - _ . . - _ . . . - . - . . - . - _ _ . _ _ _
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A staff letter of June 30, 1980 provided several observations as

to why the responses to Requests 5 and 35 were unacceptable and forwarded

staff position 37 defining the minimum acceptable exploration and
,

testing program. This was further amplified by our letter of

August 4,1980 forwarding a report by our consultant, the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers, and the Corps request for additional information'

! (see renumbered request 40 therein regarding the Liesel Generator
.!
I Building support).'

4

i
This matter was discussed with the applicant, the Corps and the

i Geotechnical Branch during a meeting on July 31, 1980. No change in
.

,

'

position resulted.,

i
1

;

2. Other Structures, Components and Features
.

.

The Staff letters of June 30 and August 4,1980 also called for

additional exploration and testing of the soils for other structures.

components and site features. The applicant's position during the'

t

! July 31,1980 meeting was that these data are not needed for structures
:

| proposed to be supported by piles or caissons because these would extend

into the glacial till. The applicant also expressed a reluctance to
,

,

conduct borings into the cooling pond dike based upon a concern that
i this might lead to hydraulic fracture or damage the dike slopes.i

..

|
6

III. Future Actions'

Subject tn the findings of this appeal to the NRC Division Director of
,

Engineering, the applicant has expressed a desire for further appeal to the:

:

! Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.
,

1

4
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Question 5

Ni:. To what extent will additional borings and measurements be
taken after complation of preloading programs to ascertain
that the material has been compacted to the original require-
ments set forth in the PSAR?
Response s

As mentioned in the response to Question 4, preloading to
loads comparable to the weight of the structure supported by
the fill will consolidate soft clay areas and improve and
make more uniform the engineering properties of the fill.
Furthemmore, the preload is, in effect, a full scale load
test and will yield load settlement relationships that are
more reliable and representative of the foundation condi-
tions than evaluations based on sampline and soil testing.

Because the preload will improve the 'ngineering properties
of clay fill and provide reliable, pcsitive information on
performance that applies to all of the preloaded fill, the
data obtained can be used to predict residual settlements .
with confidence. The indirect proceduze of evaluating the
percent compaction at sample' locations in borings and re' ""
lating them to the whole body of fill under investigation is
not as positive as the direct measurement of performance
during preloading.

For the stated reasons, it is unnecessary to make additional
explorations for the purpo,se of making comparison with the
PSAR density criteria. It is planned to monitor the settle-
ment of the structures during the life of the plant to pro-'

'

vide a record of performance.

.I
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33h OUESTION 35
65

We infer from your response to Question 5 that additional
exploration will not be performed after completion of the
preloading program. This is unacceptable. We require that
exploration, sampling and testing of soil samples be performed
to determine the actual soil properties resulting from the
preload program, including a determination of the relative

! compaction of the fill.
~

RESPONSE

General
1

| We believe the response to Question 5 along with the supporting
' infortation referred to in Question 4 is satisfactory for

the reasons discussed below.
~

The soil engineering properties pertinent to the design of
fill-supported structures are those controlling the settle-
ment behavior of the structures, the dynamic response of the
structure during earthquake loading, and the ultimate
bearing capacity of the supporting medium. The instrumentation
during the preloading period permits a reliable prediction
of the upper limit of settlement that can occur, and the
shear wave velocity measurements made following preload

i permit the determination of dynamic response. Bearing 5

fh- capacity was evaluated based on laboratory shear strength
tests. With the presence of a permanent dewatering system,=

liquefaction is not a consideration. The magnitude of
seismic shakedown is treated in the response to Question 27.

Settlement

The preload and the dead load of the diesel generator building
produced stresses in the fill that exceeded those stresses
that will prevail when the structure is operational. Settlement
estimates for the borated water storage tanks and the
diesel oil tanks are discussed in the responses to Questions 31
and 33. A summary of these settlements, including seismic,;

dewatering and diesel engine vibration, is given in the
response to Question 27.

The diesel generator building remained under preload conditions
until the rate of residual settlement had become naall and
could be predicted conservatively for the lifetime of the

,

plant by extrapolation. Therefore, it can be predicted with
assurance that the actual rate of settlement will be less
than the rate which would occur assuming the preload is in
place. This provides a direct means for estimating an upper-
bound settlement value for the structure. Because settlement

35-1 Revision 5
2/80
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measurements are taken at different places in and around the

; t.r.:.9 structure, the preload also allows estimates of differential
; settlements.to be made reliably. These procedures are-"'

direct and far more reliable than the extraction of'

samples to determine percent compaction or the performance
of laboratory consolidation tests to compute settlement.
Another benefit of preloading is that most of the settlements,

!

and differential settlements occur before the building is
put into service. Therefore, connections to the building

will be made after most of the differential settlement has
'already taken place. -

Dynamic Response

f The dynamic response of a structure is evaluated using
analytical procedures normally requiring an estimate of the
dynamic shear modulus of the supporting medium. The shear
modulus can be calculated from in-situ shear wave velocity
tests using the cross-hole procedure. Rebound measurements*

obtained during preload removal will also provide additional
evaluation of the dynamic stiffness values. This is possible

|
because of the short duration involved in preload removal,

i
and the limited strain associated with unloading. Both of

these procedures were implemented for the diesel generator
building. The rebound data showed the building short-term
rebound was in the range of 0.16 to 0.24 inch. These data
were used to calculate the values of Young's modulus, shear

,_

modulus, and the corresponding shear wave velocity as given 5

in Table 35-1. Cross-hole shear wave velocity measurements=~"
were also made at the diesel generator building and other
locations in the plant area fill as shown in Figure 35-1.
Figure 35-2 is a combined plot showing results of the shear
wave velocity measurements conducted at different locations
in the plant area fill along with the estimated shear wave:

i velocity values based on the diesel generator building
i rebound measurements. This figure also shows that the shear

wave velocity data based on cross-hole tests are generally
higher than those calculated based on rebound, as might be;

j expected, because a portion of the building rebound is
attributed to rebound of the natural soil below the fill.'

i Such a rebound below the fill would result in an increase in
' the calculated moduli and velocities for the fill.
.

Bearing Capacity

The engineering property pertinent to bearing capacity>

calculations is the shear strength of the soil. Consolidated
undrained triaxial shear strength tests were conducted on samples
of plant area clay fill (transformer, condensate tanks, borated
water tanks) taken during the 1978 exploration program.

1

!
l

.,

35-2 Revision 5
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Pigure 35-3 is a plot of undrained shear strength versus
(;; , confining pressure from these tests. Based on undrained

shear strength from the normally consolidated envelope, theume
ultimate bearing capacity was calculated to be approximately
13.6 ksf. This gives a f actor of safety of 3 for dead and
live loads and greater than 2 for dead, live, plus seismic
loads.

Summa ry
,

As stated in the response to Question 4, tl.e compaction
requirements set forth in the PSAR were based on the premise
that the significant engineering properties are related to
the degree of compaction. Where the engineering properties 5
can be established by other more direct means, the degree of
compaction no longer becomes the controlling criteria.

The significant engineering properties associated with the
plant area fill at Midland are determined from the results-

of full-scale tests for settlement predictions, in-situ'

measurements for dynamic response evaluations, and laboratory
shear strength tests for bearing capacity calculations.
Because the procedures adopted provide a reliable means of
predicting the required engineering design parameters,
additional. drilling, sampling, and testing would not provide
better data to refine predictions.

..,0**..
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_q$ TABLE 35-1
.

YOUNG'S MODULUS, SHEAR MODULUS, AND SHEAR WAVE
VELOCITIES BASED ON OBSERVED REBOUND DATA

OF THE DEISEL GENERATOR BUILDING

Building Young's Shear Shear Wave

Borros Rebeund Modulus Modulus ** Velocity **

Anchors (inch) Strain * E (ksf) G (ksf) V (ft/s) 5,
'

BA-61 0.24 0.00071 3,080 1,060-1,140 530-550
BA-62 0.16 0.00048 4,620 1,590-1,710 650-680

BA-63 0.24 0.00071 3,080 1,060-1,140 530-550

BA-64 0.18 0.00054 4,107 1,420-1,520 620-640

.

* Assumes that all strains took place in the fill from elevation 628'
to 600'.

* * Computed ranges are based on Poisson's ratio between 0.35 and 0.45.

!

1
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e POLICY STATEMENTS

#$ Nb M Us$sne "" " " ~ ""'"' "' ''" " " P 8 "" """" T' "' M a ' " '" " "'" """ D " * ' " ' " " ' "
durmg t he metling- guided by this prinri & om its iso .

hn party or ptlitioner for h M e Lion and it is our ent that 11
00MitTIC tlCENSE APPL 4 CATION!ric / to intertine requests, reasonable ef. should continue. T e staf f discus:

Open Meetings and Sweat of NeC Stoff forts ss!! be made by the NRC staff to the revised stand rdir.ation proer...um-
M Pelsey inform the party or pt titioner of with the Depart irnt of Justice. Wh:
'06 forthcoming meetinn conducted by the Departme , cf Justice did not re

The Nuclear Regulatory Cdmmis- the NRC technical staf f so that appro- duct an indr endent es aluation u hn
th2 sfon s (NRC s) regulations in 10 CFR praate arrangemerits for at t e ndanc e in its cpr .on would be unnecessari
tent 2102 permit applicants to confer in- can be tr.ade. It is retwo; zed that in j 'c t '. . . -

I.ing tormally witti the NRC technical staff some cases the need for a prompt
tied bring reviews of domeauc license or meeting may make it imposub!c or un-

"" # " " " " ""
rore permit applications. These meetings racticable to notify al! p rties anc1 pc- e,- in the revised standardization ation have served as an cuential rneans for |

- .

tt the exchange of technical information 1s0e$no practicabi b a ed
*

17, and views necessary for the technical chance encounters betseen NHC tech- that improper utthzation of ae sth:review of applications. For several i s Hp nn d other partks ardization program by apr . cants myears other parties or potential parties r petitioners but such charca enec.un. lead to these antitrust necrns. Ato domestic lleensing proceedings, as
'# ' 'well as members of the general public* '

st amt a rihr'.a t inn pra am to av u -oure I f t ln t tc
hue, upon request been permitted to

##" *#"
attend applicant NitC technleal staf f t hat rewh ni phans roprily runsul.i

meettne as obaerterm. However, the uni nt e nst inwis e r- in sien h.ptim

Com:rduton's regulations do not re- using standas t signs The staf f v.

.r au tion if it dele .Witte that others be permitted to take appropeiogg
attend such informal meetings be- )43 FR 38954

the dnrig wot of a Mtuation it.g appears to a.nc the potential for s .tween applicant and staff, and the .g
general practice being follosed in this Pubi.shect 8/31/78 atmg prr sms of an antitrust nattu
regard has never been formally articu- The aff has prepared a report .

SNW N 5tANoAnotzAm Mlated. This statement is intended to lLs st dy; the report provides a sta
N uAt ma wsprovide such articulation. It is also ma* of the information used in 1:

[eV1-
D noted that this matter is related to the The tial statement of the Atomic s' .dy, presents the public cornm< r.

- provision for increased pub!!c particif Ener Commission ( AEC) on stand- eceived in response to the Comm
mit patton which sas approved by the ard- iion of nuclear power plants was sion's prior statement, and presco
.ngs "ommission during its consideration i ed in April 1972. In March 1973 the staffs assessment of this inforrr
"

of NURE0 0292 (Denton Report). e AEC announced the staff's rea . tion in support of its conclusions m
As a general matter, the Commission f:ess to implement the standardiza on recommendations. The Commisse

and staff try to involve concerned citi- policy utilizing three distinct co pts; has reviewed these recommendativ
' Sed tens in any Commission activity in namely, the manufacturing scense with the staf f. The specific actions
ses- which they have expressed an interest. concept, the duplicate plant oncept, be taken by the staff are described
om- All meetings conducted by the NRC and the reference system neept. In t!.e following discussion.
rial technical staff as part of its review of August 1974, the AEC an unced that

RErERENCE SYSTEM CoNCEPrcyl- a particular comestic license or permit the replicate plant cor pt sould be
ited rpplication (including an appheation

toward standardizat.tr nsitional
"## * * ** * step The reference system concept

nns. for an amendment to a license or n. The AEC was volves the approsal of a stand
abolished and its gulatory responst- design for most of a nuc! car plan' fdin permit) will be open to attendance by

b!!c cll partles or petitioners for leave to
bilities assigned o the nesly formed major fracticn of a nuclear pla ,m

and intervene in the case. These meetings Nuclear Regul ory Commission tthe side of the context of an ar acati
'ety are intended by the NRC technical

Commission) n January 19.1975. On for a construction permit or .perati
ded staff to facilitate an eachange of infor- June 29. Ic n the Commission issued beense. Approsal by the s ff is gra
ting mation between the applicant and the

a statem .t that reaffirmed its sup- ed to a efesigner m the rm of a p:
oet staff. It is expceted that the NRC

.'I at technical staff and the applicant will port of .andardization and requested liminary design appre al tPDA) er
comm ats and suggestions on pro- final design approv ( FD A ). Tsii [ing cetively participate in the meeting.

the Others tnay v.ttend as olaervers. Like- pos new guidance deseloped by the preliminary desi - approvals h: i
st ,and on other steps that the Com- been issued to c' 6e and 5 of thethe sise, when meetings are scheduled be-

seal tween the staff and other parties or ssion might undertake to further prosed designs are been refereia
.urt petitioners, applicants would be per- encourage standardization. The state- in 11 constru . ion permit applicatio

all. mitted to attend only as observers. ment. s hich sas published in the FED- Staff appr als of such designs do i
of The general policy of open meetings ERA:. RrctsTra on July 5,1977 also constitut Commission approval. E.

.g described above will admit of only a noted staff plans to use such com- utihty rphcation referencing a Pi

few exceptions, shich must be ap. ments and suggestions in its continu- must e subjected to a public hear

ss' proved by the Director of the relevant ing study of standardization. pro ss prior to the award of a ci
On the basis of its study, the stati st action permit. No anplicatwn for -dMsich or example, some personsP'te r

M may not be permitt/d to attend meet, ha.s concluded that certain changes to DA has yet been rec, ived. The Co
ert ings irfiere classified er proprietary in. the Commission's standardization pro- mission's pohey statement of June
can formation (includmg sensitive safe. gram should be implemented. and that 1977, described two types of fu

. to guards Tnformation) ls to be discussed. these changes can be implemente design approsals then being ' core
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